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My goals today 

• Not here to suggest solutions (not even raise issues) 

• They come naturally flow from our understanding 

• We need scientific method and models to dissect the 
issues and come up with alternatives 

• Making law (more laws) is not nearly enough 

• Rights discussions have to focus on the substance 

• look further, look into the future; make holistic 
desirable social changes 



1st: understand rights 

• Substantial rights and Formal/legal rights 

• A Right is something we think is really really 
important (Amartya Sen) 

• In reality, ∞ number of rights; ∞ issues 

• The bottom line: improve quality of life, net 
positive gains, range/limits of liberties 

• Takes coherent policies; human rights law as a 
formal defense mechanism—discussion has to go 
beyond the law; on the substance 



2nd : China in a better intellectual 

framework 
• Don’t think of China as ―China‖, think instead: 

1. USA in the 18-19th century, with the Frontier, 
Coasts, Inland, Industrial North and 
agricultural South; 

2. UK industrial revolution where corn law is not 
yet repealed; a huge, new in the land, hard to 
understand phenomenon of pauperism  

• Now mix the above together and condense them 
into 30 years 



In terms of time frame 

Around 300 yeas US (including colonial) history: 

• American Enlightenment, Independent (end of 
monarchy), Civil War (end of slavery), WWs 
(women rights), New Deal (social security), Vietnam 
(peace and black civil rights) 

UK history: 

• English Civil War, Glorious Revolution, Enclosure, 
See Karl Polanyi, WWs, Fabian Socialism,  

• condensed them in less than 50 years 

• But not to make excuses 

 

 



Rights issues at various level 

• Personal-freedom of speech 

• Community-housing, land 

• Provincial-social policies; provincial spending, 
incentive to seize and resell land; tax system 

• Regional-pollution; conflict b/w 
industrialization and regulation; asymmetries 
b/w rural and urban 



• Cross-regional- workers migration, highway toll 

• National-politics, freedom of association 

• Intra-national-ethnic issues, affirmative action, 
discrimination 

• Cross-national-dams, nuclear, offshore oil 
drilling 

• International-climate change 

 



China 

• Lack of labor rights--Labor & forced labor, lax labor 
rule; unsafe condition, see Apple; labor union issue;--
narrative: FDI, race-to-bottom 

• Social mobility—workers face penalties for their 
movements; cannot seek a better life elsewhere—
narrative: population density 

• Education--lack of freedom of speech limits quality; 
poor access; assigning faculties; secret personal files—
narrative: national security, social order, budget 

• Tax system—little known VAT; tax rate and mechanism 
of redistribution—narrative: national budget and 
security 



The Issues 

• Nobody (can) comes up to change/challenge the 
narratives 

• Civil societies singled-mindedly focus on specific 
issues and/or more law 

• Are they right? wrong? misleading? Are there 
alternatives? 

• Need to paint a big picture 

• Otherwise the mystic ―Chinese situation‖ will 
persist and nothing will get changed 



Other issues 

• Medicine and equipment—int. patent, WTO 
• Selling of “orphans”-trafficking of women, children 

and mentally disabled, due to demand 
• Minorities- ―localism‖; cannot compete with others in 

their ―homeland‖ or anywhere else (see Zengcheng riot) 
• People stuck with land; similar but slightly better than 

old UK—not a single market 
• Prostitutes have no protection, ―heavy hit‖:, an gov’t 

official imprisoned 6 prostitutes, after arrest, gov’t 
―heavy hit‖ prostitutes;  moral sentiment 

• Informal prisons; informal law enforcement (esp. 
against vendors); social order 
 



Hong Kong 

• People not understanding rights 

• Housing- ―lianzuo‖ still exist 

• Social security-A ―ghost‖  

• Becoming like china 

• Serious localism 

• Min wage, disabled workers and civil societies– 
misleading  

 



Common Theme 

• Lack of coherent anti-discrimination regime—
lack of understanding 

• Lack of coherent social security and social 
welfare system—stuck in one ideology 

• Lack of progressive interpretation of the law—
conservative court, hinting at social mentality and 
elitist politics 

• False dichotomy of Communism vs Capitalism 

• Prefer Tech-fix, patch work—preserve status quo, 
not changing the fundamentals 



Tech-fix 

• Because no one challenges the narrative;  focus 
on specific issues lead to tech-fixes and patch works: 

• Micro-finance vs community reinvestment 
• Computer registration vs clear information 

infrastructure 
• Bankruptcy law vs open financial system (imp. 

Wenzhou workers have no change getting back-pay) 
• Token social security/welfare (esp. true in HK) vs 

progressive taxation 
• Government housing vs monetary policy, exchange 

rate, industrial policy, zoning,  social mobility, econ 
opportunity, market structure etc. 
 



Changing Mentality and Narrative 

• Need to study political science, economic, sociology 
psychology to understand ―rights‖ 

• A right document is a retelling of an idea; not 
substantive 

• The substance of rights can be affected by: 

1) National rules 

2) International obligations (WTO, Treaties) 

3) Internal and external mentalities 

4) Interest groups pressures 

• Variables come together and reach an equilibrium 

 



Japan nuclear 

• First civil society action I can recall 

• But is anti-nuclear right? 

• Social choice is global but not Japanese 

• Japanese ban nuclear back to fossil fuel-more 
unseen death  

• Deliberative democracy, deliberative social choice 

• Research and the Issue: 

-Plants open in places with weak civil societies 

• Multiple equilibria and picking a less efficient one  



Dangers of tech-fix 

• Ignoring social conditions; i.e. ignoring second-
best issues (US No Child Left Behind Act); more 
law or regulation is just tech-fix 

• Pushing externalities to others 

• Amending Rousseau: 

• ―Man is living a modern life and he is more 
capable than before, in terms of technology, 
technique, and productivity, but he is still 
chained everywhere‖ 





NGO, right activists and citizens 

• Pave the road 

• When talking about rights we should keep in mind 
of the conditions: proposals enhance or impede QoL? 

• Change the mentality 

• Engage social discussion 

• Social choice 

• Priorities, give reasons and plans to address risks 

• Citizen assembly 

• Beware of fanaticism 



• Paint a coherent big pictures, one that makes 
citizen to understand their role and why 

• Shape the debate; don’t talk among oneself 



Recap: Understanding of “Rights” 

• A legal Right =/= well-being 
• But the right kind of ―Rights‖ can lead to more well-

being 
• Having more rights is not the goal (timing is an issue) 
• Distinction b/w negative rights and positive rights (more 

about substance) 
• Better to use ―rights‖ in a more defined way, e.g. right to 

health 
• Right is about ―social-mentality infrastructure‖ ,―social 

compact‖ (with conditions, nuances, objectiveness); not 
necessary ―social contract‖ (in Rawlsian sense, i.e. not 
absolute) 

• Rights must be scrutinized by all stakeholders 



Cultivating the culture  

• Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms; 
embody Canadian values 

• Discussion of values in school, public life 

• Discuss everything, even court decisions, 
constitutions and rights 



Germany (bad) example 

• no opening stores on religious holidays 

• Pre WWII const. supported by labor union and 
religions, against secular principle 

• Can be an excuse to limit labor demand and 
supply; bad for guest workers 

• But other professions are opened to business 
(lawyers etc) 

• Not social choice 



Understanding of economics (or social 

science in general) 
• It’s of utmost importance! 

• Misunderstanding: setting up the stage for Nazi 
and communists regimes (Karl Polanyi) 

• Euro Gold standard and austerity causing 
unrests 



• Need to focus more on the substantial not formal;  

• need not to over focus UN Conventions; they are  

1. products of compromise  

2. guidelines (and some countries decide not to 
sign some of them anyway) 

• Example, right to health: Conventions will not 
help you; 

• Understanding of Progressive tax, health 
economics, TRIPS and medical science will 

 

 



• “When the trade ministers were signing the 
agreement in Marrakesh, they were in effect 
signing the death warrants of thousands of 
people in Africa, India and other developing 
countries.” 

                                                      -Joseph Stiglitz 



• ―Without a concrete policy, ―rights‖ (to health) is 
merely a word; it cannot be enforced‖ 

• From my thesis 

• Need to understanding policy: need science for 
that 

 



Going Back to China 

• Paint a coherent picture 
• Let everybody knows it is in their interest to know this 
• Essentially, building a society (unifying; case: rural 

development), not merely ―community‖; community 
identity is segregation and misleading (e.g. people with 
disabilities community) 

• Discovery mechanisms 
• Discussion mechanisms 
• Demand information (release budget) 
• Due to WTO, can’t have ind. policy, much harder to 

have sustainable development (econ. rights have 
something to do with economics) 



• Development framework and how industrial policy 
helps and how the WTO prevents industrial policy 
can result in economic crisis and preventing policy 
that promote equality 

• At the very least, better WTO eliminates excuses: 
1. FDI, free-trade less importance -more labor rights, 

less race-to-bottom 
2. Industrial policy allowed – more equal 

development, less currency manipulation that 
enlarge rural/urban gap 

3. Mandatory licensing – better health and QoL for 
people with disabilities 



Some International Counterproductive 

Efforts 
• Suggestion to eliminate of food production 

subsidies 

• Stricter IP rights 

• Namibia: Fallen woods for fuel, common law 
rights (social compact) vs constitution rights 
(formal) 

• Meanwhile there is still no recourse on Bhopal 
(what are international organizations doing?) 



Ranking solutions 

• When ―rights‖ come into conflicts: 

• Pick the ―2nd-best‖ 

• MAYBE a, b, c….x 

• Rank your solutions and pick the optimal one(s); 
social choice 



Democracy 

• Will not automatically pick the ―2nd-best‖ 
solutions 

• Lawyers tend to like the BEST solution; in reality 
the BEST only exist as an abstract, in formal 
wordings 

• Japan, China, India cannot choose no nuclear 
policy unless it can come up with equal or better 
substitutes; incentives? Mechanism? Need reg, 
information, oversights, public discussion 



UPR 

• ECSOC recommended (2005) China to pass a national human rights 
action plan (it did) 

• It allows China to deflect criticism and advertises its "achievement‖; 
the root of the problems still persists, if not worsen 

• Announced good principles, but no real action; case in point, 
criminal justice system (question, another round of review will take 
how many years?) 

• Still no definition of discrimination, how to ensure minority rights? 
• Case in pint: Fulfillment of International Rights obligations: 

Finished report on x treaty 
• No implementation mechanism, details and methods to hold it 

accountable 
• Token effort and propaganda 

 
• Beware, international technocrats detached from the ―constituents‖ 



Action Plan 

• Do not assume the officials really care 

• No incentive; other people’s business 

• Most of their families are not in China anyway 



More on Action Plan (EI) 

• Social security is not nearly enough: 
1. Unemployment amount not min. to cover basic costs; 

will result in huge dislocation in econ. Crisis 
2. Restrictions based on Hukou; Beijing can get to total 

fund for 1 time (different rule if change to Beijing 
Hukou; can’t have Beijing Hukou); not how other EI 
systems work (having others to cover you) 

3. 4% ―urban registered‖ unemployment; ―peasant 
workers‖ not included; data is way off 

• Tax system is a big issue. Central gov’t don’t assume 
financial respon. Big reason for land seizure. 



Medical Insurance 

• No cost control mech. 

• Partial pay: incentives to overcharge 

• Still based on the fund you have 

• Employer pays MI, so people (children) who are 
not working can’t have MI 

• Think of MI as a coupon that only can redeemed 
in some stores (monopoly), what happen to price? 



externalities 

1. Consumers bear the costs 

2. Only force saving, not coverage; defeat the 
purpose of ―Insurance‖ 

3. Lower spending power (offset saving-spending 
eq) 



Political-Economy Solutions 

1. Cost control; govt services in competitive price 
(single payer later on) 

2. ―Federal‖ gov’t assumes financial 
responsibilities 

3. National-wide wealth redistribution 
(meaningful coverage); tax reform, min. 
standard 

 

 

 

 



Results: 

 
1. Aim at impact (real improvement of QoL) 
2. Political reform 
3. Fed. Gov’t internalizes externalities by sending 

in money 
4. Enforceable law; incentive/ability to enforce 
5. More equal development; make use of 

redistributive mech. 
 Not going to happen; due to the lack of 

accountability—political rights make the 
foundation of a civil nation 
 
 



Common issues 

• Most laws sound very good and progressive, b/c 
they are all principles which you cannot object; 

• But there’s no details; ―not even wrong‖ 
• Very limited data, not release of budget, tax 

details etc. Existing stat. cannot be trusted 
• Securing right to information would be a 

landmark victory 
• It takes economists, sociologists, social scientists, 

lawyers, professors, researchers altogether to 
demand that 



Review 

• Should not only based on countries; 

• Should also review WTO, WB, WHO, IMF, EU 
fiscal and monetary policy etc.; modern human 
rights go beyond national borders 

• About the impact, not form 

• Classic criticism: Int. orgs can sign treaties 
(entities in international law) but no oversight as 
of now; same for MNCs, reg. arbitrage without 
so much as a scratch.   



Some Impractical Suggestions 

• International route: 

• Priorities, made limited reviews on certain issue 
in depth, don’t need to wait 

• On submitting report: requirements to do so and 
so first (minimum standard), otherwise refuse to 
review: more effective naming and shaming; 
number the importance of the 
recommendations 



Trilemma 



Conclusion 

• Rights- not clear cut issues 

• Tread carefully, don’t charge right in ; ask the 
right questions 

• Coherent, comprehensive strategy and thinking 

• Mobilize the citizenry 

• Occupy the public space 

• Deliberative democracy 



• ―Fling away your promise if it is found to be 
wrong‖ 

                                                               ---Tagore 


